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About This Content

Inspired by the grisly shootouts from Max’s past, the Painful Memories Pack brings four new maps to Max Payne 3 multiplayer.
Revisit the subway bloodbath from the original Max Payne in the Roscoe Street Subway map. Flashback to the dingy Hoboken
watering-hole in the Marty’s Bar map, open fire on the posh Branco family yacht in the Shoot First map or wage Gang Wars in
the Canal De Panamá map. The pack also includes the IMG 5.56 and UAR-21 assault rifles, new avatars, three items and the

Hangover Burst, causing enemies to respawn with blurred vision, reduced stamina and health.

Note: Add-on content for Max Payne 3; If Rockstar Pass is purchased, do not purchase items individually, as you will be
charged again. Regional age and location restrictions may apply to purchase or download.
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max payne 3 painful memories pack

it is apsolutly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Favorite faction. this really well done like all the other dlc. With new updats
its better. with limited vr titles its not a bad one but I'd suggest some other titles first. Worth every penny spent.

. Awesome, its a new Playstation Home. Very much work in progress, can't say more at this point.. Bought the game the day or
so it came out, but only finally found the time to play it very recently. Fantastic characters and humor that actually was some of
the best I have ever seen in a game. Great job Crankage, I will totally try out whatever else you make.. Some of the movement
can be ackward, but overall a fun game.
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i think they got bored and released it when it wasnt even finished yet. she is clearly made only to make sisters of sigmar alittle
more even with everyone els because yeah the sisters cannot allready beat people without ranged weapons, doh this class is still
featuring melee it just looks and works as a ranged player with a sisters of sigmar strength.

But she has no deal to do with them, besides work for them but this seems like this should have been added as loan deal and
free, and then made an dlc feature to one of the races.

Her design is laxy, 1 hat features colors for the feathers, 1 shirt, 2 arm designs not featuring anything new looking lazy, the pants
was taken hero class design of the human, lazy.

Why this is not a free update since she is clearly all loaned from other faction, which the hero loan system should feature
allready lawl, and dont come and say things like: "but its named smugglers, duh". its lazy and should have been free lawl
make something cooler :P

The globe rat is atlest an acturel classs from the rats, and he was needed to make their ranged playstyle give them more benefit
since the direct combat leads them to be slaugthered.. Is this it? One 300 turn game with 1 map, you start at the same location
every time, the only thing that is different is the difficulty. I get that egypt is a real place so you cant have randomly generated
maps but still. Memphis is the only region I can even see. The end of my first game I lost everything in the last 10 turns
"because history". I liked the game until I tried to replay it and I realized that there was no replayability. Can you even play a
game longer than 300 turns?. Terrifying as hell. I had so much streaming and playing this with my friends.. I'd say Rogue
Lycan's review is pretty well grounded and constructive in pointing out the pros and cons of the game.

I really enjoyed the top down game play segments, being a fan of dungeon crawlers it felt like a more casual approach to the
genre but also changes it up with an interesting one on one combat which keeps you from mindlessly pressing buttons.

There's nothing I can say that hasn't already been said for the soundtrack and voice overs, they are great and helped draw me
more into the story while enjoying the art.

I do think controller support would have been nice but given the feel of this type of game it doesn't really need it to be
enjoyable; since it's not a hardcore experience like street fighter or tekken.

Overall I felt the game was worthwhile if not for the voice acting and music alone and would recommend giving it a try.
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